
HAPPY EASTER
When the 12th century, the people in 
reactivating celebrate successively join the egg, 
this egg spreads by red, also has draws colored. 



ORIGIN OF THE FESTIVAL



Easter (The Day of Resurrection) 
is an important western holiday 
observed on the first Sunday after 
the full moon on the vernal equinox. 
Christians believe Easter is a symbol 
of rebirth and hope. It commemorates 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ on the third 
day after his crucifixion between 30 and 33 AD.



EASTER SYMBOL



Lily symbolizes holiness and purity. People love to bloom in spring, Easter around the lily to 
represent the holiness of Jesus Christ. Lilies shaped like trumpets also seem to be Shouting 
the good news of Jesus Christ's resurrection.

LILY

Eggs, a symbol of new life. The hard shell can't contain the new life that's growing inside.
Jesus Christ was crucified for our SINS and buried in a tomb, but the tomb could not hold 
him. He rose again on the third day, so that everyone who believed in him would therefore 
receive new life. Eggs, it has become one of the commonly used symbols of Easter.

EASTER EGG HUNT



The Resurrection Bunny (Bonnie Bunny)

According to the ancient European legend, the hare 
is a kind of animal that does not close its eyes all 
day long. They can watch other animals around in 
the dark night. Therefore, the hare represents a 
bright moon in the dark night. After this custom was 
introduced to the United States, Americans also 
took a lovely name for the rabbit, called it the Easter 
Bunny!



The symbols of Easter include Easter eggs and the Easter bunny. During the 
festival, people traditionally cook eggs and paint them red, representing the 
weeping of the swan and the joy of the birth of the goddess of life. Adults and 
children gather together in groups, make a game with eggs, they put the eggs 
on the ground or the slope of the earth roll, the last broken is the winner, the 
winner can get all the players' eggs. The event is so popular that the White 
House also organizes the game during Easter. It was believed that rolling the 
egg back and forth on the ground would make the devil tremble and suffer. This 
custom has a long history, the egg as a symbol of Easter, because it indicates 
the arrival of new life, people believe that new life must be born out of it. 
Another symbol of Easter is the little rabbit, because it has a strong reproductive 
ability, people see it as the creator of new life. During the festival, adults vividly 
tell children that Easter eggs hatch into bunnies. Many families also put eggs on 
the lawn for children to hunt for. Easter eggs and bunnies are also popular items 
during the holiday season. In addition, lily is the main flower used during Easter.

Easter symbol
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Product name: Easter bunny table mat
Weight: 230g













Children
Hat inner diameter: 16cm
Need to make by hand (glue)
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